
 

 

 

Respected President , Beloved GS , Other Dignitaries on and off the dais and my 

friends from all over India 

At the outset I must congratulate Comrade A.Koteswara Rao CS/AP and his team 

for this beautiful arrangement in the auspicious town of Vijayawada. I also must 

convey my heartfelt gratitude to our beloved GS and his CHQ team for making it 

possible, the relaxation of eligibility condition for promoting 26 nos of CAO to 

DGM Adhoc Promotion. We are eagerly waiting for other promotions from AO to 

CAO (by converting 336 MT Quota), DE to DGM, JTO to SDE & SDE to DE 

promotions. 

On behalf of AIBSNLEA CTD I would like to present Circle Secretary Report before 

this August House: 

CTD is a metro district circle comprising of 6(six) branches viz. South, North, 

Howrah, Central, Telephone Bhavan and Tiretta Bazar. All the Branches are 

functioning well. ITPC Kolkata also comes under AIBSNLEA CTD Circle under North 

Branch.  I took the charge of CS in the Circle Conference held in September 2017. 

The average paid Membership of our Circle is 360 as on date.  

Quota position :  Till date we have received Quota upto July,2018 from the CHQ. 

We have got no pending Quota to be paid to CHQ. We would like to request 

Comrade FS to give us the share of Quota from August,2018 to June,2019. 

Diary position:  We received 400 Diaries for 2019 and will pay the full amount 

during this meeting. It is worthy to mention that due to austerity measures CTD 

authority has allowed only Rs.150/- per Executive diary. We are yet to receive the 

amount from branches due to paucity of fund of the Department.  

Legal fund :    Our previous committee has already paid Rs. 1,00,000/- as legal 

fund to the CHQ. At present we are not in a position to contribute more towards 

this fund due to financial crunch. 

In this connection, we would like to request before the AIC to allow us to 

reimburse the full claim of CS, CP and CWC members for one way journey. We 

hope, for OS (East) full fare will be reimbursed as was done in earlier cases. I am 



being constrained to put forth this request due to financial crisis we are facing 

due to cancellation of AIC in April’19 for which we have to bear a hefty sum as 

cancellation charge.  

I shall take this opportunity to convey my congratulations to the members of CTD 

due to whose earnest effort we can make it possible to submit Rs.1,00,000/- to 

the host Circle as we promised in CWC Dehradun, despite of crucial situation we 

are facing due to different problems. 

We would like to raise some issues which our Circle Executive Committee 

unanimously resolved in our last CEC meeting held on 20th June,2019. Details of 

resolution and proposal for Amendment of Constitution already submitted to the 

respective Committees formed by CHQ. We hope the AIC will consider our 

submission wisely. 

1. Consideration of Kolkata Pool concept at the time of All India Transfer. 

2. Immediate 5G Spectrum allocation to BSNL by DoT. 

3. To explore the possibility to form a Forum of Associations of PSUs to fight 

out the derogatory policy of GOI to kill Govt. sector PSUs. 

4. Compassionate ground appointment must not be stopped on the plea of 

austerity measure.  

5. Henceforth before going to organize any all out strike, consent of the 

general members may be sought for to avoid organizational turmoil.  

6. The number of Advisors as denoted in the Clause-8A[II](a) should strictly be 

adhered to. In no case it can exceed the maximum number i.e. 8(Eight). 

7. Provision should be made in the Constitution for 

Consultant/Patron/Mentor post, if necessary, for the benefit of the 

organization. The post, if permitted in the Constitution, should be restricted 

as minimum as possible. 

 I am constrained to mention the case of Comrade K.D.Bhagat, PS which is very  

long pending and needs immediate settlement. Though beloved  GS personally  

looked  in the matter but still no order has been issued. We are eagerly waiting. 

We are facing problem from SEWA which is a cause of decline of our membership 

in the Circle. In CTD the SEWA Circle Body has been dissolved & an Adhoc body 

took up the charge. Final election may take place in the month of September 

2019. In the meantime SEWA Adhoc body is approaching to members of different 

associations to give up their present membership so that only SEWA subscription 

can be deducted from salary. They are claiming single membership of SEWA is 



essential to vote in their election. We strongly demand to eradicate such type of 

stipulation (we already drew the attention of beloved GS to the fact ). We think 

that as an welfare association SEWA is not our contender rather as a support 

association we are entitled to settle the problem of our members irrespective of 

their caste & creed. 

In CTD we are suffering from miserable condition  everyday in the field due to 

restrictions imposed on Capex expenditures. FTTH new connection is being 

hampered. Due to non payment of wages to JCLs for past couple of months 

restoration of faults being hampered causing a huge surrender and disconnection 

of landlines. Project Aishwarya is also being suffered for the want of dedicated 

conveyance. We the field officers are simply suffocating all day without being able 

to provide satisfactory service to the esteemed customers of CTD. 

In this connection it is worthy to mention that Sri Sheetla Prasad the present 

Dir.HR & Dir.CM has started playing detrimental role which he played as 

CGM/CTD few months ago. He is simply dictating some useless terms & uttering 

proportionate pay cut for non fulfilling target which is absurd in the present 

scenario. His experimentation has already been proved fruitless. Despite of tall 

claim revenue of BSNL is steeply decreasing. 

We should claim that instead of taking false & misleading steps BSNL Board 

should address the actual causes for losing market share and revenue of BSNL 

before the DoT /GOI. 

Before I conclude, once again I must appreciate the pains taken by beloved GS, 

Respected AIP and the whole CHQ team for extending help to Circle body 

whenever required.  

 

                  AIBSNLEA  ZINDABAD !    AIC   ZINDABAD ! 

 

 

 

(SUBHASIS MITRA) 

Date:14th July, 2019                                                                                       CS/AIBSNLEA/CTD 


